Effects of cell-penetrating peptides on transduction efficiency of PEGylated adenovirus.
Adenovirus (Ad) is one of the viral vectors most widely used for gene delivery. The virus, however, has serious shortcomings such as immunogenicity, promiscuous tropism, and the inability to efficiently infect certain types of cells. The goal of this study was to improve the ability of an Ad-based vector to efficiently transform cells that lack the native coxsackie-adenovirus receptor (CAR(-)) by modifying the virus with CPP-PEG conjugates. The vector was produced by PEGylating Ad, which packages a lacZ reporter gene, and then conjugating CPPs to form CPP-PEG-Ad particles. The study compared the effectiveness of four different CPPs: Pen, Tat, Pep1, and pArg. The effects of CPP amount per virus, degree of PEGylation, and PEG molecular weight on transduction efficiency were studied on CAR(-) NIH/3T3 cells. CPP-PEG-Ad particles transduced CAR(-) cells significantly better than unmodified Ad. Pen, the most effective CPP, produced an 80-fold improvement in transduction compared to the unmodified virus. The Pen peptide utilized a combination of electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions with the cell membrane to maximize cellular association while the other CPPs used only electrostatic or hydrophobic interactions but not both. Lastly, higher degrees of PEGylation, which prompted PEG to adopt a "brush" conformation, resulted in more efficient CPP-PEG-Ad particles because of both better conjugation of CPPs to the PEGylated virus and better exposure of the conjugated CPPs on the surface of the particle. CPP-PEG-Ad particles efficiently deliver genes to cells that Ad alone would not efficiently infect, thereby extending potential gene therapy treatments to a much broader range of cell types and diseases.